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1 Introduction

The automatic analysis of human behavior constitutes a rich research field. It is required for computers
in smart houses, car or meeting rooms to interact smoothly with people. Automatic human behavior
analysis can be based on speech with speech recognition or keyword spotting based systems. Images
or video sequences can be used to analyze non verbal behavior such as hand pointing, visual focus
of attention, body and head gestures. Head related behaviors such as head gestures and visual
focus of attention are an important subgroup of the non verbal behaviors. Thus tracking the head
and estimating its pose is crucial in many computer vision applications. Many investigations have
been made in the field of head tracking and pose estimation. Without being exhaustive we can cite
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. As good automatic analysis of head related behaviors will be based on good
head tracking and pose estimation, the performances of the proposed methods have to be rigorously
evaluated. To evaluate the performances of head pose tracking algorithms head pose databases are
required. Many still head pose images database exist such as the FERET database [10], the PIE
database [11] and the Prima-Pointing 04 database [12]. Still head pose image databases are very
useful to build head pose models and evaluate head pose detection or recognition algorithms but
tracking algorithms require head poses in real life video sequences. As head pose annotation in
video sequences is not a trivial task, most of the time, head pose tracking algorithms are evaluated
qualitatively on video sequences without head pose annotations. Some people used head pose video
databases to evaluate their algorithms [9] but their database is not publicly available. In all the
cases, comparing head pose tracking performances is difficult. As people are working on head pose
tracking since a long time, a publicly available to evaluate tracking and pose estimation algorithms
and compare performances is required. This work makes some steps in this direction.

This document describes our work to provide a video database, of people in real situation with
their head pose continuously annotated through time. To build a head pose database, first a head pose
representation has to be selected then a procedure to annotate head pose defined. In our case, head
poses were annotated using a magnetic 3d location and orientation tracker, the flock of bird [13]. The
environment of our recordings were a meeting room and an office with their common light sources.
These environments summarize well indoor environments for head pose tracking. The recording in the
meeting room involved 16 persons, 2 persons per meeting lasting each approximatively 10 minutes.
The office recording involved also 15 persons, 1 person per recording lasting each approximatively 8
minutes. The procedure to acquire a copy of the database can be obtained by sending an email to
databases@idiap.ch.

The remaining of this document is organized as followed, Section 2 describes two ways to represent
head pose the first one base one the camera frame representation and the second one based on the
head frame representation. Section 3 describes the way our database was built and the information it
contains. Section 5 gives the conclusions.

2 Head Pose Representation

A head pose representation can be defined as a parameterization of the head rotations with respect to
a given frame. Thus, many representation are possible. To each reference frame correspond a possible
head pose representation. A common representation is the Euler angles parameterization. Among
the multiple possible Euler angle parameterization two are commonly used. The first one use as
reference frame the camera frame. This representation was used to build the PIE database. A second
parameterization use as reference frame a frame attached to the head. This representation was used
to build the Prima-Pointing database. In this Section we describe these two head pose representations
and gives ways to pass from a representation to another.
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Figure 1: Head poses in the PIE representation (from PIE database)
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Figure 2: Frontal head pose configuration

2.1 The PIE Representation

The setup to build the PIE database was the following, 9 of the 13 cameras was positioned at a roughly
head height in an arc from approximately a full left profile to a full right profile. Each neighboring
pair of these 9 cameras are therefore approximately 22.5 degrees apart. Of the remaining 4 camera
2 were placed above and below the central (frontal) camera and 2 were placed in the corners of the
room. Image of the views of the 13 camera are given in Figure 1.

in the PIE representation, the pose of a person is defined relatively to a reference configuration
between the head and the camera. When the reference configuration head-camera is realized the
person is said to be in a frontal pose. If we defined a basis Bhead rigidly attached to the head such
that the x axis is parallel to the line of the eyes, the y axis is parallel to the line of the nose and
the z axis is orthogonal x and y axis, the frontal pose corresponds to the head-camera configuration
in which the head reference Bhead is up to a translation, aligned to the camera reference Bcam (see
Figure 2).

In PIE Representation, a head pose defining a given head-camera configuration is determined by
three Euler angles (α, β, γ). These angles defines three consecutive rotations that, when applied, align
the basis Bhead in the frontal head-camera configuration (frontal pose) to the basis Bhead in the given
head-camera configuration. The first rotation is about an angle β around the axis yc of the camera,
the second one is about an angle α around xc of the camera, and the third one about an angle γ around
the axis zc of the camera. This sequence of rotations defines a rotation matrix Mα,β,γ . α is called
head tilt, β head pan γ is called head roll. Mα,β,γ can be written, using the rotation matrixes Mxc,α,
Myc,β and Mzc,γ of the rotation matrixes about angles α, β and γ around the axes xc , yc and zc:

Mα,β,γ = Mzc,γMxc,αMyc,β (1)

More details about rotations representations and Euler angles parameterization can be found in [14].
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Figure 3: Head poses in the POINTING representation (from Prima-Pointing database)

2.2 The POINTING Representation

This representation has been used to build the Prima-Pointing database. Figure 3 shows the full pose
range of a person in this database. In this representation, a basis is also rigidly attached to the head
and, as for the PIE representation, the frontal head pose is defined by the head-camera configuration
in which the head and the camera bases (Bhead and Bcam) are aligned.

A head pose is defined by three Euler angles (α, β, γ) representing three consecutive rotations
that align Bhead of the frontal configuration to Bhead in the head pose configuration. But, in the
POINTING representation, the rotations are done with respect to the axes of Bhead the basis rigidly
attached to the head instead of Bcam. The angles (α, β, γ) correspond to the classical Euler angles.
For our database, the three consecutive rotations are the following. First a rotation about γ around
zh axis, then a rotation about α around yh axis and finally a rotation about β around the axis xh.
The rotation matrixes Mα,β,γ describing these three consecutive rotations can be written, using the
rotation matrixes Myh,α, Mxh,β and Mzh,γ of the rotation matrixes about angles α, β and γ around
the axes yh , xh and zh:

Mα,β,γ = Mzh,γMyh,βMxh,α

2.3 From a Representation to Another

Each one of the two representations have advantages and drawbacks. In a perceptive point of view,
the POINTING representation is more natural. Perceptually, the PIE Representation can is seen
as if the head was static and the camera rotating around it. But, in this representation, the head
roll for given pan and tilt corresponds an image in plane rotation. More precisely given the image
appearance of the head pose (α, β, 0), the image appearance of the head pose (α, β, γ) corresponds just
to an in plane rotation of angle γ of the image appearance corresponding to (α, β, 0). This property
does not not hold for the POINTING representation. Thus, because depending on the cases people
may be interested in using one of the representations, being able to convert the head pose in a given
representation into the head pose of the other representation is useful.

If we denote (α, β, γ) and M∗
α,β,γ the head pose and its corresponding rotation matrix in the PIE

representation and (α′, β′, γ′) and M+
α′,β′,γ′ the same head pose in the single POINTING representa-
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tion. Thus given (α, β, γ) (resp (α′, β′, γ′)) it’s corresponding head pose in the POINTING ( resp.
PIE) representation is obtained by solving the equation M+

α′,β′,γ′ = M∗
α,β,γ to find (α′, β′, γ′) (resp.

(α, β, γ)).

3 Set-up and Recordings

3.1 Head Pose Annotation with The Flock of Bird

We used the Pointing Representation to build our video head pose database. We used two cameras,
in for the office recording and another one in the meeting room recording. The office camera was
recording at 12.5 frames per second and the meeting room camera at 25 frames per second. The
cameras was fixed, and head poses are defined with respect to a reference head-camera configuration.
The cameras were calibrated using the methodology described in [15]. A matlab camera calibration
toolbox using this methodology is downloadable from [16]. The outputs of the calibration are the
intrinsic and the extrinsic parameters of the camera. The external camera parameters define an affine
a translation text,cam and rotation Rext,cam relating any point Xcam the camera basis Bcam and its
representation Xext in the external basis Bext by the formula Xcam = Rext,camXext + text,cam.

For the head pose annotation we used a device the flock of bird (FOB) [13]. The FOB is a 3D
location and orientation tracker with mainly two components. A reference basis rigidly attached to the
desk Bfob and, a bird rigidly attached to the head of a person defining the head basis Bhead. The FOB
outputs locations and orientations with respect to its reference basis Bfob. Thus, we needed to find a
transformation to give the FOB outputs with respect to the camera basis. We called this procedure
calibration of the FOB to the camera. If we denote {Pi, i = 1, ..., N} the coordinates of a set of points

into the external basis Bext. Lets also denote by {P fob
i , i = 1, ..., N} the coordinates of the same

points in the FOB basis Bfob. The FOB-camera calibration corresponds to find a translation tfob,ext

and rotation Rfob,ext such that the coordinates of a point in the external frame Xext are obtained from
the coordinates of the point in the FOB frame Xfob by the relation Xext = Rfob,extX

fob + tfob,ext.
The rotation matrix Rfob,ext and the translation vector tfob,ext can be approximated numerically by
solving the optimization problem:

(Rfob,ext, tfob,ext) = argmin
R,t

N
∑

i=1

||RP
fob
i + t − Pi||

2
2 (2)

Thus, the affine transform to pass from the FOB basis to the camera basis is defined by the translation
vector tfob,cam = Rext,camtfob,ext + text,cam and the rotation matrix Rfob,cam = Rext,camRfob,ext.

If (α0
fob, β

0
fob, γ

0
fob) is the frontal head pose and with respect to the FOB basis Bfob. The head pose

corresponding to a FOB output (αfob, βfob, γfob) can be obtained using Rfob,cam by finding (α, β, γ)
such that:

Mα,β,γ = Rfob,camMαfob,βfob,γfob
MT

α0

fob
,β0

fob
,γ0

fob
RT

fob,cam (3)

where MT denotes the transposition of the matrix M , which correspond to its inverse for rotation
(orthogonal) matrixes.

In our recording setup the camera and the FOB were set on manually. There was a time delay
between the recording starting time of the devices. The FOB outputs and the video frames have to
be aligned. For the alignment it is necessary to find at list one easy-to-identify event in the video
sequence and in the FOB data. We defined the alignment event to be quick head shake. This gesture
corresponds to an oscillation of the head pan while the head tilt and roll are steady in the FOB data.
The video frames corresponding to the peaks of this oscillation are easy to find in the video sequence
also. The time instants {tref,fob

i i = 1, ..., Nt} of the peaks in the FOB data and the time instants

{tref,cam
i i = 1, ..., Nt} of the corresponding video frames in the camera recording will be used as
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Office 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

length (minutes) 4.6 4 5.5 4.3 5.6 7 6.2 5.5 5.6 5.6 7.2 7.1 5.4 6.3 6.7

Table 1: Office recording lengths in minutes

Figure 4: Images from the first office recording (Office 1)

reference time to compute the delay D between the starting time of the two devices:

D =
1

Nt

Nt
∑

i=1

(

t
ref,cam
i − t

ref,fob
i

)

(4)

In theory D could be estimated with only the time instant corresponding to one peak, using the time
instants of many peaks reduce the noise effect. The relation between a camera instant tcam and a
FOB instant tfob is given by tcam = tfob + D. From this relation we can derive the correspondence
between the frames of the video and the FOB.

3.2 Office Recordings

The Office recordings involved 15 persons, the length of each recording is given in Table 1. In each
recording, a person was sitting in front of a computer and acting in the framework of a simple scenario
with the three following parts:

• look at the camera in a frontal head pose and perform an alignment gesture

• look at fixed points of the room

• interact with the experimenter

The office recording set up was close to human computer interaction set up. The head image sizes
were quite high resolution varying approximately between 100× 100 and 180× 180.

For each video sequence, the flock recordings, after alignment and transformations using the FOB-
camera calibration procedure, give the head pose annotations. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the
head pan, tilt, and roll values for the whole office recordings. Pan value are ranging from -50 to 150 in
a quasi uniform distribution. The tilt values are ranging from -60 to 20 while most of the values are
within -15 and 15. Roll values are ranging from -20 to 20 while the values are concentrated between -5
and 10. Figure 6 displays the scatter plot of the head pan versus head tilt in the first office recording
(Office 1) recording. In this plot, we can notice that the pan are mostly positive. The reason is that
the experimenter (person in the background in Figure 4) was sitting on the side of the positive pan
(right side) of the annotated person.

3.3 Meeting Room recordings

In the meeting room, 8 meetings were recorded. In each meeting, 4 persons were involved and among
them, two had their head pose continuously annotated. The durations of the meeting are given in
table 2. These meeting were recorded according to a simple scenario. The people had to
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Figure 5: Distribution of the pan (left), tilt (center), and roll (right) angles in the office recordings
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Figure 6: Typical pan versus tilt plot. Left: office recording (Office 1). Center: meeting 1 person
Right. Right: meeting 1 Person Left

• look at the camera in a frontal head pose (in some cases perform a FOB video alignment gesture)

• write their name on a sheet of paper

• discuss statements displayed on the projection screen

This scenario gives a lot of freedom to the participants and people were acting very naturally as in
real situations. The size of head images in the recordings was approximately 100× 100.

Figure 8 gives the distribution of head pan, tilt, and roll angles over the meeting head pose dataset.
The pan values are ranging within -90 and 50 with two modes, -50 and 10 degrees. The tilt values
are ranging from -50 to 20 and the roll values from -20 to 40 degrees. Figure 6 display the pan versus
tilt scatter plots of the two persons having their head pose annotated. It can be seen in this figure
that people’s pan values were often negative. Negative pan values corresponds mainly to looking at
the projection screen which was an important visual focus of attention for the persons according to
our scenario.

4 Head Pose Tracking Evaluation

To evaluate a head pose tracking system two kind of errors have to be evaluated: head pose estimation
errors and head localization errors.

4.1 Head Pose estimation Evaluation

A head pose defines a vector in the 3D space, the vector indicating where the head is pointing at. It
can be thought of as a vector based on he center of the head and passing through the nose. This vector
depends only on the head pan and tilt values in the Pointing representation. The angle between the
3D pointing vectors defined by the head pose ground truth and the pose estimated by the tracker can
be used as a first pose estimation error measure. This error measure is well suited for studies of visual
focus of attention where the main concern is to know where the head/person is looking at. However it
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Meeting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
length (minutes) 7.6 7.5 7.3 11 10 10.9 14.3 12.1

Table 2: Meeting room recording lengths in minutes

Figure 7: Images from a Meeting 1: person right and person left

gives no information about the roll estimation errors. In order to have more details about the origin
of the errors we will measure the individual errors made separately on the pan, tilt and roll in the
Pointing representation.

For each one of the four errors we will compute the mean, the standard deviation and the and the
median value of the absolute errors. We use the median value because it is les sensitive to extremal
values than the mean. Thus the median will be less biased than the mean by short term period pose
estimation errors due to bad head localization. These errors measures were used with a portion of the
meeting recordings to evaluate and compare head pose tracking performances of four algorithms in [2]

4.2 Head Localization Evaluation

At each time t, if we denote GS(t) the the area of the box locating the head of a person and TS(t)
the area of the head box estimated by a a tracker. The tracking localization errors can be measured

by e(t) = 1
2

(

|GS(t)∩TS(t)|
|GS(t)| + |GS(t)∩TS(t)|

|TS(t)|

)

. This error is 0 when tracking is perfect, and 1 when it

totally fails. This error measure for head localization is simple. More sophisticated localization errors
can be found in [17]. It is worth noticing that in our database, the head location ground truth is not
available. Only is given the FOB position which is located near one of the ears of the corresponding
person.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we describe the building steps of the IDIAP Head Pose Database. The database contains
video sequences of people with their head pose continuously annotated. The recording were done in a
meeting room and an office in very natural conditions. There were no restriction in people’s motions
or poses. To make some steps towards common evaluation database for algorithms in the head
tracking and pose estimation community we made the database is publicly available. This database
can also be used to study problem such as pose based head gesture modeling, facial expression analysis.
Information for it’s acquisition can be obtained by sending an email to databases@idiap.ch.
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Figure 8: Distribution of head pan (left), tilt (center), and roll (right) angles in the meeting recordings
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